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1966-1970 Mopar B-Body Mirror Reinforcement Plate - LH Premium quality reproduction mirror reinforcement plates for
1966-70 B-Body models. These steel plates mount through the
inner part of the door skin, and provide additional support to the
door mirrors.

RRICMN3128 48.70

1966-1970 Mopar B-Body Mirror Reinforcement Plate - RH Premium quality reproduction mirror reinforcement plates for
1966-70 B-Body models. These steel plates mount through the
inner part of the door skin, and provide additional support to the
door mirrors.

RRICMN3129 48.70

1966-1970 Remote Mirror (w/vent window) - LH Replacement remote outer door mirror for various 1966-72
A-body models equipped with a vent window and remote mirror
option and 1966-70 B-body models. Freshen the look of your
Mopar by replacing your pitted, damaged or missing mirror with
this brand new one. Features correct chrome plating, factory
mounting style and includes mounting hardware

RRICMD2207 251.98

Early Birds Order Hotline: 1 800 463 0546

1966-1974 Mopar A, B, & E-Body Remote Mirror Retainer -
Ea

Premium quality reproduction remote mirror retainer clip for
1966-74 A, B, & E-Body Mopar models with remote mirror.
Needed to attach the remote mirror mechanism to the driver side 
door panel Manufactured in steel just like the original.

RRICMD3600 6.70

1966-1974 Outer Door Mirror - LH Replacement manual Twin Post LH outer door mirror for various
1962-66 A-body and 1962-66 B-body models. Give your Mopar's
outer door a fresh look by replacing your damaged or missing
original mirror with this brand new one. Features correct chrome
plating, factory style mounting and includes hardware. For
vehicles without remote mirror option.Fits:A-Body1962
Lancer1962-66 3301962-66 4401962-66 Valiant1964-66
BarracudaB-Body1965-66 Coronet1962 Dart1962-64
Fury1962-64 Polara 5001962-64 Savoy1962-64 Sport
Fury1962-64 Polara1966 Charger1962-66 Belvedere1967-71
GTX1965-76 Satellite

RRICMD2206 100.78

1967-1970 Side Mirror (Non-Remote) Excellent quality reproduction manufactured to duplicate the
original in both fit and appearance.

RRDM1035B 83.00

1968-1970 Outer Door Mirror  (Non-Remote) - RH Brighten up your door by replacing your missing or pitted original
mirrors with these new, triple chrome-plated reproduction door
mirrors. These outer door mirrors are direct replacement chrome
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door mirrors for 1967-74 A-Bodies and 1968-70 B-Bodies.
Includes gasket and mounting hardware. Sold individually, will
mount for LH or RH application.Fits:1967-74 A-Body1970-74
Duster1967-74 Dart1971-72 Demon1967-74 Valiant1967-69
Barracuda1970-74 Scamp1973-74 Dart Sport1968-70
B-Body1968-70 Super Bee1970 Superbird1968-70
Charger1968-70 Satellite1968-70 Belvedere1968-70 Road
Runner1968-70 Coronet

1968-1970 Outer Door Mirror - PR Brighten up your door by replacing your missing or pitted original
mirror with these new, triple chrome-plated reproduction door
mirrors. This outer door mirror is a direct replacement chrome
door mirror for 1967-74 Mopar A-Bodies and 1968-70 Mopar
B-Bodies. Includes gasket and mounting hardware. Note: For use
with models equipped with LH remote mirror. Fits:1967-74
A-Body1970-74 Duster1967-74 Dart1971-72 Demon1967-74
Valiant1967-69 Barracuda1970-74 Scamp1973-74 Dart
Sport1968-70 B-Body1968-70 Super Bee1970 Superbird1968-70
Charger1968-70 Satellite1968-70 Belvedere1968-70 Road
Runner1968-70 Coronet

RRIC881237 431.74

1968-1970 Outer Door Mirror - RH Brighten up your door by replacing your missing or pitted original
mirror with these new, triple chrome-plated reproduction door
mirror. This outer door mirror is a direct replacement chrome door
mirror for 1967-74 Mopar A-Bodies and 1968-70 Mopar
B-Bodies. Includes gasket and mounting hardware. Note: For use
with models equipped with LH remote mirror. Fits:1967-74
A-Body1970-74 Duster1967-74 Dart1971-72 Demon1967-74
Valiant1967-69 Barracuda1970-74 Scamp1973-74 Dart
Sport1968-70 B-Body1968-70 Super Bee1970 Superbird1968-70
Charger1968-70 Satellite1968-70 Belvedere1968-70 Road
Runner1968-70 Coronet

RRIC2802869 226.78

1968-1970 Rear View Mirror Replacement rear view mirrors for various 1968-70 B and 1970
A-Body models.

RRICMF1751 178.07

1968-1971 Date Coded Breather Hose - ft These hoses are date coded with correct lettering and color on
quality Gates hose. Score more points at judging with products
with an authentic appearance. Sold by the foot. 11?32" ID exactly
as original
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

RRICMD2329 28.54

1968-1974 Mirror Mounting Gaskets - PR Replacement rubber mirror mount pads for various 1968-74
models
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

RRICMD2093 10.06

1970-1971 Rear View Mirror Replacement interior rear view mirrors for various B and E-Body
models.Applications:B-Body1970 Belvedere1970-71 Charger,
Coronet, Super Bee, GTX, Road Runner and
SatelliteE-Body1970-71 Barracuda, 'Cuda and Challenger

RRICMD7125 124.30

1971-1974 Mirror Mounting Set Reproduction mirror mounting set for 1971-74 B-Body and
1970-74 E-Body models. Every set includes four screws and
threaded retainers.

RRICMN2882 16.78
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1971-1974 Mopar Machined Door Mirror Screw - Ea Premium quality reproduction door mirror screw for various
Mopar models. Manufactured to factory specifications featuring
the correct number 8 Phillips style chrome head, with 10-24 3/4"
threads.Fits:1971-74 B-Body1970-74 E-Body

RRICMP14023 1.66

1971-1974 Outer Bullet Style Door Mirror Replace the mirrors on your 1962-74 B-Body vehicle with quality
replacements produced in correct chrome finish or ready to prep
and paint in your choice of factory original colors. Mirrors are
available for vehicles originally equipped with manual adjustment
or remote adjustment mirror option. Mounting hardware is
included.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

RRICMD2211 167.98

1971-1974 Outer Bullet Style Door Mirror (Chrome) - PR Replace the mirrors on your 1962-74 B-Body vehicle with quality
replacements produced in correct chrome finish or ready to prep
and paint in your choice of factory original colors. Mirrors are
available for vehicles originally equipped with manual adjustment
or remote adjustment mirror option. Mounting hardware is
included.

RRIC881239 356.14

1971-1974 Outer Bullet Style Door Mirror (Primered) - PR Replace the mirrors on your 1962-74 B-Body vehicle with quality
replacements produced in correct chrome finish or ready to prep
and paint in your choice of factory original colors. Mirrors are
available for vehicles originally equipped with manual adjustment
or remote adjustment mirror option. Mounting hardware is
included.

RRIC881241 317.50

1971-1974 Rear View Mirror These beautiful reproduction rear view mirrors are designed to
replace missing or damaged mirror originals. Mounts in the
factory location.Applications:1971-74 B/E-Body

RRICMF1752 201.58

1973-1974 Mopar B-Body Mirror Mounting Gasket (w/bullet
mirrors) - Ea

Premium quality replacement rubber mirror mount pad RRICMP41023 10.06

Early Birds specializes in hard-to-find Road Runner/GTX parts and has been serving you for over 25 years. 
Call us at 1 800 463 0546 Mon - Fri 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM (EST) - we know our cars!
Fax your order: (416) 630 8794

Our Mailing Address: 
Early Birds
25 Saunders Road, Unit 9
Barrie, Ontario
L4N 9A7
Canada
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